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Abstract

This psychometric meta-analysis investigated the relation of cognitive and non-cognitive

factors to the training success of Air Traffic Controllers by synthesizing 51 studies (N =

65839). Cognitive factors were classified by Cattel-Horn-Carrol theory. Cognitive

composite scores and work samples were also included. Non-cognitive factors consisted of

Big Five personality traits, biodata, motivation and non-cognitive composite scores.

Medium effect was measured for cognitive factors (k = 45, p = .37). Quantitative

knowledge, processing speed, work sample, short-term working memory, cognitive

composite and visuo-spatial processing predictors showed large effects (p > .30).

Significant moderating effects of criterion nature and period of publication were observed.

Initial training (k = 30, p = .50) was generally better predicted than on-the-job training

(k = 25, p = .18). Better predictive validity was measured from the 60’s to nowadays. For

non-cognitive factors, only a small effect was measured (k = 24, p = .15). Non-cognitive

composites and education showed large effects (p > .30). No significant relation was

measured between Big Five personality traits and success criteria. The present findings

suggest that selection processes used for Air Traffic Controllers should focus on cognitive

predictors or other methods of assessments. Data and scripts can be found at

https://osf.io/mkyw7/.
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A Meta-analysis on Air Traffic Controllers Selection: Cognitive and Non-Cognitive

Predictors

Introduction

Air traffic is expected to increase significantly during the next twenty years. With the traffic

recovery post-covid-19, a growth of at least 1.9 percent per year is foreseen for the period

2021 to 2041 (FAA, 2021). To meet this increase, air traffic controller recruitment is clearly

a public priority since a significant shortage have been forecast (International Civil Aviation

Organization, 2011).

Air traffic controllers (ATCOs) are responsible for the organization of air traffic to ensure

its safety and efficiency. Since ATCOs manage all aircraft in their sectors, the growth of

traffic will increase sector complexity and ATCO workload. An excessive workload can be

detrimental to safety and before a limit is reached, one solution would be to recruit new

ATCOs. In Eurocontrol member states, ATCO training takes approximately 3 years and

costs several hundreds of thousands per student depending on the Air Navigation Service

Provider (ANSP). For example, all ATCOs in France and in the member nations of Euro-

pean Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) have to validate initial training and then start unit

training before being fully operational. Initial training is based on seven phases incorporat-

ing theory and practical training on high-fidelity ATC simulators whereas unit training is

mainly practical with real sector on simulator and on-the-job training. The entire process

from initial training to on-the-job training takes around five years plus or minus 2. Given

the time and cost of training before students become fully certified ATCOs, special attention

is devoted to selection and training processes. Attrition (failure or drop-out) is a burden for

both institutions and students: psychological and possibly financial burden for the student

and loss of time and money for the institution. Attrition can be explained by numerous

reasons but the main one is that training is challenging and not everyone has the necessary

abilities. The profession is cognitively demanding and stressful and, consequently, training
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difficulty is related to job difficulty.

Day-to-day activities are mainly related to the routing of aircraft while adapting to changing

conditions. Operational requirements can change rapidly and unpredictably, escalating issues

arise very quickly with and without the controller’s actions: the weather can change from the

absence of wind to a thunderstorm, an aircraft can have a technical failure, a military zone

can be activated, a pilot may commit an error and not follow the ATCO’s clearances, an

entire national airspace can be closed such as after September 11 attacks or United Kingdom

ANSP system failure in 2014, etc.

In order to maintain separation between aircraft while receiving the requests of pilots and

handling them efficiently, ATCOs must create a mental image of the environment by per-

ceiving the situation, anticipating the future, and taking decisions. This mental image is

built from multiples sources of information: long-term memory such as regulations and maps,

radio communications, radar displays, decision support tools, colleagues, and/or the view

outside the tower. Their level of responsibility is very high as their errors may fatally con-

tribute to aviation accidents: for instance, one of the main contributing factors of the 2002

Uberlingen mid-air collision was the late conflict detection by the Skyguide ATCO (Brooker,

2008). During training, students are prepared to manage all this unpredictability.

The terms of selection process are determined mainly by the ANSP. The purpose of the

process is to select candidates with a strong probability of training success. A wide variety

of methods can be used (Martinussen & Hunter, 2017): knowledge tests, biographic data,

personality assessment, cognitive testing, work-sample, situational judgement tests, and/or

job interview. Each method has its advantages and shortcomings but almost every ANSP

uses plural methods. The ANSP selection process can be decomposed into one or more steps

and psychotechnical testing is mainly used in order to assess individual differences in cog-

nitive abilities and personality. For example, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),

one of the major actors in selection psychology (Bleckley, Crutchfield, King, Manning, &
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Carretta, 2009), used to employ an eight-hour computer-based battery (Air Traffic Selection

And Training). In 2016, FAA replaced this eight-hour battery with a three-hour computer-

based battery (Air Traffic Skill Assessment) that comprises seven cognitive tests. With

14375 ATCOs on duty during the 2019 fiscal year and recruitment of around 1000 ATCOs

per year (Federal Aviation Administration, 2020), attrition is such a major concern for FAA

that the selection process is frequently audited. In 2020, a new audit was mandated by the

US Congress on the ATCO pre-employment test validity (U.S. Department of Transporta-

tion, 2020). In Europe, the two countries with the highest number of ATCOs (Germany

and France) use different processes. German ATCOs are selected with tests developed by

the German Aerospace Center DLR (Pecena, Gayraud, & Eißfeldt, 2019). They assess cog-

nitive abilities, English knowledge, teamwork abilities, and motivation. On the contrary,

French ATCOs are only selected on non-aeronautical knowledge tests (mathematics, French,

English, physics) but must have completed two years of Higher School Preparatory Classes

or university. Since 2003, Eurocontrol has offered a computer-based test battery known as

the First European Air traffic controller Selection Test (FEAST). Initially available to all

ECAC member states, FEAST is now used by 50 organizations worldwide (mainly in Europe)

and 110.000 candidates have been tested on criteria such as cognitive abilities, knowledge,

English, work-sample and personality (Eurocontrol, 2020). Germany, France, and countries

using FEAST have different selection processes but finally, European ATCOs all have the

same European ATCO student License which allows a controller to work for a foreign ANSP.

These four selection processes are a small sampling of all selection processes in the world but

are a representative sample.

In personnel selection, an efficient selection process must have an empirical basis to iden-

tify variables that are valid and reliable predictors of student success (Lievens, Sackett, &

Zhang, 2020; Roe, 2005). However, when we look at the predictive validity of these selec-

tion processes, much variability can be seen and yet little has been published on the subject.

Some authors have published scientific reviews on the ATCO selection process (Broach, 2017;
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Broach & Manning, 1997; King et al., 2007; Pavel, 2012) but a limitation shared by these

studies is the generalization of the results. A predictor can be valid with one entity during a

certain period, but the real question is rather to know if the predictor is valid all the time and

with all entities with their own particularities. The latest meta-analysis on ATCO selection

was carried in 2000 (Martinussen, Jenssen, & Joner, 2000). From 35 independent samples,

the meta-analysis highlighted low-to-medium mean correlations between .03 and .27: .03

for personality predictor, .18 for occupational knowledge, .19 for mathematical ability and

multiple task performance, .21 for verbal and general abilities, .25 for spatial ability, .28 for

work sample and .30 for composite scores. All were significantly positive across all studies

except for the personality predictor. Psychotechnical assessments can be separated into two

parts: one part assesses the cognitive aspect and the other the non-cognitive aspect.

Cognitive predictors

The impact of cognitive abilities on occupational performance has been widely investigated.

Today, Cattel-Horn-Carrol (CHC) theory (Schneider & McGrew, 2018) is the dominant the-

ory for classifying specific cognitive abilities (McGill & Dombrowski, 2019; for a contrary

view, Wasserman, 2019). CHC theory is born from the merging of a two-dimensional theory

(Cattell, 1963; Horn, 1965) and a three-dimensional one (Carroll, 1993; for more details on

the history of intelligence theory, see Flanagan & McDonough, 2018). CHC model breaks

down intelligence into a three-level hierarchical structure: the highest level (Stratum III)

is composed of general cognitive ability (g factor), the next level (Stratum II) of 18 broad

cognitive abilities, and the lowest level (Stratum I) of more than 80 narrow cognitive abili-

ties. The broad cognitive abilities of interest here are quantitative knowledge, reading and

writing, comprehension-knowledge, domain-specific knowledge, processing speed, fluid rea-

soning, short-term memory, long-term storage and retrieval, visuo-spatial processing, and

ability emotional intelligence. The g factor is known to be the best predictor of job per-

formance: Schmidt and Hunter (1998) showed general mental ability had a high validity in
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general (r = .51). Lang and Kell (2020) revealed that the g factor could predict professional

success even 51 years after taking the tests and was the dominant predictor in incremental

validity analyses. In relative importance analyses, specific cognitive abilities sometimes ex-

plained more variance than the g factor. A “great debate” is being held on general versus

specific abilities (Beier, Kell, & Lang, 2019). Recently, ALMamari and Traynor (2019) em-

ployed CHC theory for classifying special cognitive predictors (composite score, see below)

for pilot performance.

Some tests are designed to mainly assess one broad cognitive ability but in other tests, known

as work sample, many broad cognitive abilities are assessed since the focus of assessment

is the ecological aspect or higher cognitive functions. Work sample tests are closer to the

real job performed and some of them can assess non-cognitive abilities. In ATCO selection,

work samples are mainly designed to assess the cognitive component of the job. In a meta-

analysis, Roth, Bobko, and McFarland (2005) estimated that work sample tests had a mean

validity of .33. In addition, composite scores are used in selection psychology: multiple test

scores combined and weighted into one score (Hattrup, 2012; for example, see ALMamari &

Traynor, 2019). One limit of the composite score is its validity: it can be a type of black box

or “rotten pot” (Bobko, Roth, & Buster, 2007). As highlighted by ALMamari and Traynor

(2019), “it is a combination of skills and competencies that jointly contribute to the scores

given to applicants and influence organization’s employment decisions”. Nevertheless, this

combination sometimes is not meaningful.

Non-cognitive predictors

For the non-cognitive aspect (Gutman & Schoon, 2013), four constructs are generally con-

sidered: personality, emotional intelligence, motivation, and biodata.

Personality refers to the characteristic sets of behavior, cognition, and emotional patterns

that evolve from biological and environmental factors (Corr & Matthews, 2020). The dom-
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inant model used for personality assessment is the Big Five (Costa & McCrae, 1999). Five

factors have been proposed: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agree-

ableness, Neuroticism. In the military context, conscientiousness was the best personality

predictor for job performance, extraversion for training performance and neuroticism for

counter-productive work behavior (Darr, 2011). Emotional intelligence is regarded “as a

distinct construct from traditional IQ and personality, which facilitates the potential for

prediction of and influence on various real-life outcomes” (Fiori & Vesely-Maillefer, 2018).

Defined for the first time by Salovey and Mayer (1990), emotional intelligence is “the abil-

ity to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings, to discriminate among them, and to use this

information to guide one’s thinking and action”. During the following decade, emotional

intelligence has been divided into two research streams: ability and trait. Ability emotional

intelligence is composed of four emotion-related abilities: perceiving, using, understanding,

and managing emotion (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). Trait emotional intelligence is “a constella-

tion of emotional perceptions located at the lower levels of personality hierarchies” (Petrides

& Furnham, 2000; Petrides, Pita, & Kokkinaki, 2007) and is assessed through self-reports.

For ability emotional intelligence, problems have to be solved and accuracy of solution is

the focus whereas for trait emotional intelligence, the belief of adapting to emotional sit-

uations is the aim. Ability emotional intelligence is included in CHC theory. However,

in this meta-analysis, only trait emotional intelligence is considered since, to the best of

our knowledge, no ATCO selection process assesses ability emotional intelligence. Other

non-cognitive predictors encompass motivation and biodata. Motivation is the proximal de-

terminant that influences a person’s decision to allocate the effort required to perform the

activities necessary to learn (Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989). Biodata refers to personal history

information (Breaugh, 2009; Song, Wu, & Wang, 2019). For example, a Biographical Ques-

tionnaire (Farmer, 2002) was used to gather information on the education and background

experiences of ATCOs (Pierce, Broach, Bleckley, & Byrne, 2013). Although cognitive pre-

dictors always predict the largest share of variance, non-cognitive predictors generally add
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incremental validity to the predictive model (O’Boyle, Humphrey, Pollack, Hawver, & Story,

2011; Zhang & Kuncel, 2020).

The purpose of this study was to conduct a psychometric meta-analysis of the articles and

reports written on the predictive validity of all predictors for ATCO initial training success

and on-the-job success criteria.

Methods

This meta-analysis is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for System-

atic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman,

& Prisma Group, 2009; Page et al., 2021). We selected relevant studies by searching APA

PsycINFO, Scopus, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, Web of Science Core

Collection, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses and Google Scholar. The latter has been

used only to ensure that no reference was missed. All relevant studies were published be-

tween December 1, 1961 and August 1, 2021 (no publication date limiter was set). The

search terms and relative variants were as follows: (Air Traffic Controller$ OR Air Traffic

Control Specialist$ OR ATC OR ATCS OR ATCO) and (selection OR recruitment OR va-

lidit$ OR predict$ OR success OR attrition). Search terms have been selected based on a

state of the art done during the PhD thesis of the first author. No term relating to assess-

ment/test/instrument has been used because the goal was to be as exhaustive as possible

and some moderator variables are often referred by other terms. We also reviewed the refer-

ences of included articles to identify relevant work. This review was done by comparing the

references titles with the titles of the other articles in order to verify if there was a match.

Moreover, grey literature such as institutional reports or PhD dissertations was also taken

into consideration. Principal authors were contacted by email to obtain additional published

or unpublished studies, only one answered and shared three unpublished studies.Principal

authors contacted were the heads of the largest ATCO selection entities. We screened 12137

articles for possible inclusion (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram

Inclusion criteria

In several cases, multiple documents were identified which reported results from the same

sample on the same variable or variables (sometimes at different time points, sometimes at the

same time point), we retained the reports with the largest number of variables and the largest

temporality (Wood, 2008). When studies were written initially as institutional reports and

published afterward in a scientific review, the latter version was selected. In order to follow

PRISMA Statement, data from previous meta-analyses were not automatically included

in the current study but were included if the original documents appeared in literature

searches. After duplicates were removed, 7548 articles were screened. Of these articles, 7420

were excluded based on a review of the title, of the abstract and of the journal, leaving 128

eligible articles. Because of the exhaustive keywords, many false positives were present and

quickly eliminated based on journal names such as articles published in biology journals.

Seventy-seven were excluded based on a full-text review of the articles leaving 51 articles for

the meta-analysis (see Figure 1). To be eligible for inclusion in this meta-analytic synthesis,
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a study had to meet the following criteria: (1) use of cognitive, personality, motivation, or

biodata predictor; (2) participants were ab-initio students; (3) use of initial or on-the-job

training criterion; (4) training fully completed; (5) the article provided sample size and effect

size information or sufficient statistics to calculate an effect size and (6) no correction applied

to coefficients.

Statistical integration

Raw correlation coefficients (r) were extracted, r-to-z transformation was not used since

the negative bias in average r is always less than the positive bias in average z (Schmidt

& Hunter, 2015). If a study contained both zero-order and covariate-adjusted effect sizes,

only the zero-order effect size was selected as it is most comparable with the majority of the

effects. If a study contained only covariate-adjusted effect sizes, this study was excluded. If

necessary, coefficients were reverse-scored so that higher scores represented higher levels of

training success.

When one sample provided effect sizes for multiple outcomes relevant to one criterion, linear

composites were computed since psychometric meta-analysis assumes that each effect size for

a particular construct relationship comes from an independent sample (Schmidt & Hunter,

2015). When only a sample size range was given for multiple variables, the lowest sample

size was retained Finally, if no correlation coefficient was given but metrics that could be

transformed into coefficients were given, the transformations were performed.

Two psychometric meta-analyses were conducted with a random-effects model fitted to the

data in order to draw conclusions that can be generalized beyond the specific set of studies in-

cluded (Kisamore & Brannick, 2008): one meta-analysis for cognitive predictors and another

for non-cognitive predictors. These two types of predictor are so different that combining

them in the same meta-analysis would be unsuitable.

Random-effects variance was estimated using the Hunter-Schmidt estimator (Schmidt &
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Hunter, 2015). Modeling options were kept by default: correlations were weighted by sample

size in order not to introduce dependency between study weights and study effect sizes

(Dahlke & Wiernik, 2019). In accordance with Gignac and Szodorai (2016), the following

intervals were used: [.10, .20[ for small effect, [.20, .30[ for medium or typical effect and

[.30, 1] as large effect. Indeed, the authors argued that these intervals were more suited for

individual difference studies than Cohen’s guidelines for effect sizes (Cohen, 2013).

Correction for artifactual errors

In order to reduce attenuation and to estimate the true correlation between variables, cor-

rections for artifactual errors were applied. These methods control the impact of artifactual

errors that cause the underestimation of the effect size and the increment of variability

(Wiernik & Dahlke, 2020).

The principle objective of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of cognitive and non-

cognitive predictors for applied-context decisions. Thus, the operational validity was calcu-

lated: the average observed effect size was corrected for range restriction in the predictor

and for measurement error in the criterion (Viswesvaran, Ones, Schmidt, Le, & Oh, 2014).

Range restriction is known to present statistical issues in selection psychology. Only selected

participants are included in the training process and therefore can pass or fail. Thus, test

performances used for predictive analysis are only those of the best participants and variance

is smaller in this sample than in the target population (Dahlke & Wiernik, 2020). In this

meta-analysis, indirect and direct range-restrictions were observed and corrected. Measure-

ment errors were only corrected for the criteria since in applied-contexts, measured scores

are only available and hence “correction for reliability in predictors has no sense” (Binning

& Barrett, 1989). Deduction of the true score based on interpolation of measured scores and

psychometric metrics would be inappropriate in an applied-context.

Since few studies reported reliability information or selection effects, individual correction
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was applied on raw coefficients (Schmidt & Hunter, 2015). Indeed, several methods are

available to address missing correction features: artifact-distribution or individual correction

methods. In the former, studies are meta-analyzed without correction (a barebone meta-

analysis), then overall results are corrected with the artifact distribution observed based on

weights determined by a Taylor series approximation. However, the same artifact-correction

model will be applied to all effect sizes. The individual correction method will correct each

study individually. This method is more appropriate since selection process generally is

different. All correction features were not available for all studies but imputation was done

with the R package “psychmeta”. This corrected effect size will still provide a better estimate

than no correction at all (Dahlke & Wiernik, 2020; Wiernik & Dahlke, 2020). For composites

formed from multiple outcomes, reliability was computed based on Mosier composite formula

(Mosier, 1943). Mean observed correlations (𝑟), mean corrected correlations (𝜌) and 95%

confidence intervals around the mean corrected correlations (95% CI) were computed.

Heterogeneity analyses

In order to assess the heterogeneity of the effect sizes, three measures were calculated:

Cochrane’s Q, I ² values and 80% Credibility Intervals (Higgins, 2003). A statistically signif-

icant Q value means that the effect sizes are not homogeneous. I ² represents the proportion

of the variance across studies that is due to variation in real effects rather than sampling

error (Borenstein, Higgins, Hedges, & Rothstein, 2017). I ² is categorized at 25%, 50% and

75% as a low, moderate, and high proportion of true heterogeneity (Higgins, 2003). 80%

Credibility Intervals (80% CV) were also used. Credibility intervals greater than 0.11 or

inclusion of 0 suggest the presence of moderators (Koslowsky & Sagie, 1993).

Moderator analysis

Moderating variables are “variables that cause differences in the correlation between two

other variables” (Schmidt & Hunter, 2015). One moderating variable was theoretical in

aspect and two were of operational aspect.
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The first moderator was the predictor assessed by the tests. For cognitive predictors, Cattel-

Horn-Carrol theory (Schneider & McGrew, 2018) was considered in order to classify cognitive

abilities measured. Coding was performed by two of the co-authors. On the basis of Cattel-

Horn-Carrol definitions, the initial inter-coder agreement was substantial (𝜅 = .78). After

discussion, inter-coder agreement was perfect (𝜅 = 1.00). Only eight CHC broad cognitive

predictors were found on 51 articles. Moreover, composite scores and work sample tests

were not categorized by following CHC since multiple cognitive abilities were assessed at the

same time. ALMamari and Traynor (2019) proposed a classification scheme of composite

scores. However, the description of the composite scores identified in the 51 articles was not

sufficiently precise to classify them in the ALMamari and Traynor (2019) classification since

all composite scores found would have been classified in one category based on descriptions.

Thus, the cognitive meta-analysis included ten cognitive predictors: quantitative knowledge,

processing speed, work sample, short-term working memory, visuo-spatial processing, cog-

nitive composite, comprehension-knowledge, fluid reasoning, domain-specific knowledge and

reading and writing. Definitions of cognitive predictors and test example are displayed on

Table 1. For the non-cognitive predictors, Big Five model (Costa & McCrae, 1999) was used

for personality traits. Motivation and biodata were also categorized separately, both were

assessed by self-reported questionnaires or interviews. Motivation was assessed by questions

such as “How did you prepare for the selection process?”. Biodata has been divided into

four variables: Education, Aeronautical Experience, Age and (Other) Experience. Educa-

tion refers to level of education, aeronautical experience to piloting qualifications and other

experience to having previous work experience. Non-cognitive composite scores were also

present: several variables were averaged, these variables could belong to the category of

personality traits, biodata or motivation. Each composite was computed differently.
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Table 1

Definitions of cognitive predictors

Predictor Definition Example

Quantitative

knowledge

The depth and breadth of declarative and procedural knowledge related to

mathematics.

ATSAT - Applied-math (Kel-

ley, 2012)

Processing

speed

The ability to control attention to automatically, quickly and fluently per-

form relatively simple repetitive cognitive tasks. Attentional fluency or

attentional speediness.

Moran Repetitive Measure-

ments - Perceptual speed (

Cobb, 1964)

Work sample A work sample test is a test in which the applicant performs a selected set

of actual tasks that are physically and/or psychologically similar to those

performed on the job (Ployhart et al., 2005).

MCAT (Della Rocco & Man-

nibg, 1990)

Short-term

working mem-

ory

The ability to maintain and manipulate information in active attention.

The mind’s mental “scratchpad” or “workbench”.

CTMM-coins (Cobb, 1971)

Visuo-spatial

processing

The ability to make use of simulated mental imagery to solve problems.

Perceiving, discriminating and manipulating images in the “mind’s eye”.

Directional Heading Test

(Cobb & Mathews, 1972)

Cognitive

composite

In situations where multiple cognitive tests are administered, scores from

individual tests are frequently combined to produce a composite score

(Song, Lin, Ward, & Fine, 2013).

ASVAB composites (Carretta

& King, 2008)

Comprehension-

knowledge

The ability to comprehend and communicate culturally-valued knowledge.

Gc includes the depth and breadth of both declarative and procedural

knowledgeand skills such as language, words, and general knowledge devel-

oped through experience, learning and acculturation.

SLS vocabulary (Della Rocco

et al., 1992)

Fluid reason-

ing

The use of deliberate and controlled procedures (often requiring focused

attention) to solve novel “on the spot” problems that cannot be solved by

using previously learned habits, schemas, and scripts.

CTMM analogies (Cobb et

al., 1968)

Domain-

specific knowl-

edge

The depth, breadth, and mastery of specialized declarative and procedural

knowledge (knowledge not all members of a society are expected to have).

OKT (Rock et al., 1984)

Reading and

writing

The depth and breadth of declarative and procedural knowledge and skills

related to written language.

ASVAB - Paragraph Com-

prehension (Carretta & King,

2008)

Note. Unless otherwise noted, all definitions are from Scheneider and McGrew (2018).
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The second moderator was the period of publication and evolution of air traffic operations.

Since this meta-analysis covered articles from 1960 to today, the timespan was divided into

three periods of 20 years (1960 to 1980, 1980 to 2000 and 2000 to 2020; a division confirmed

by data distribution).

The third moderator was the nature of criterion used: initial training (mainly theoretical

and academic) or on-the-job training (mainly practical and operational).

Initially, other moderators (control position and success rate) were considered but too few

articles gave clear information on these subjects.

Moderators were analyzed with a subgrouping approach since they were categorical (Schmidt,

2017). A moderator modality was discarded if only one study has been published on it. A

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for each moderator. To check for

any statistically significant difference between moderator modalities, a maximum p-value of

.05 was set. Post-hoc analyse were based on Wald-type pairwise comparisons for each level

of categorical moderators. Corrections were performed using Benjamini-Hochberg method

(False Discovery Rate), this method being less severe and more powerful than Bonferroni

correction when there are multiple significant effects (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

Publication bias

Publication bias is “the term for what occurs whenever the research that appears in the

published literature is systematically unrepresentative of the population of completed stud-

ies” (Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005). In psychology and especially in selection

psychology, the non-publication of non-significant results cannot be ruled out. Although a

substantial effort have been made to include as many published and unpublished studies as

possible, the average estimates could be affected by publication bias. Publication bias was

checked by several means. First of all, each document was coded according to its publication

status, i.e. peer-reviewed articles or non peer-reviewed documents (PhD dissertation and
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institutional report). This variable was used as a moderator in order to approximate the im-

pact of publication bias by comparing the mean effect sizes for peer-reviewed documents and

documents without peer-review. In addition, publication bias were tested by precision-effect

test (PET) and precision-effect estimate with standard error (PEESE) for each meta-analysis

(Carter, Schönbrodt, Gervais, & Hilgard, 2019; Wiernik & Dahlke, 2020).

Outlier identification

Raw coefficients should be screened for outliers since extreme coefficients may bias meta-

analytic estimates (Viechtbauer & Cheung, 2010). Cook’s distances and externally stan-

dardized residuals were used. Two studies were identified based on these metrics (Broach,

2019; Dean & Broach, 2012) but they were kept, as suggested by Carter et al. (2019), since

results were different when these two studies were excluded.

R packages

Under R (R Core Team, 2020), the package esc (Lüdecke, 2019) was used for effect size

transformation, the package psychmeta (Dahlke & Wiernik, 2019) for psychometric meta-

analytic computation, the package metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010) for outlier analysis and the

package papaja (Aust & Barth, 2020) for redaction.

Results

Data description

The meta-analysis is composed of 51 studies with a total of 65839 participants and 651 cor-

relations. The settings represented in the study were essentially American: Federal Aviation

Administration (36), US Navy (6), US Air Force (4), DFS (3), FEAST (3), US Marine Corps

(2), Royal Netherlands Air Force (2) and New Zealand Airways (1). Thirteen studies were

published between 1960 and 1980 and provided 231 coefficients, 19 between 1980 and 2000

with 208 coefficients and 20 between 2000 and 2020 with 212 coefficients. The majority of
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the studies were institutional reports (28), 19 were publications in academic journals and

four were PhD dissertations. Many studies reported only cognitive predictors (27), followed

by both cognitive and non-cognitive predictors (18) and non-cognitive predictors only (6).

The majority of predictors were cognitive (424).

Cognitive meta-analysis

Overall effect. In the cognitive meta-analysis, there were 45 studies included with an

overall corrected effect 1 of r = .37 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .31 to .42.

Publication bias. No significant difference was measured between peer-reviewed docu-

ments and documents without peer-review (F(1,40.5) = 1.6 ; p = .21). PET and PEESE

analyses (see Figure 2) show significant relation of effect size with either standard error or

sampling error variance only for barebone meta-analysis (𝛽 = 2.37, 95% CI [0.49, 4.24] and

𝛽 = 23.63, 95% CI [8.80, 38.45]). For corrected meta-analysis, PET and PEESE analyses

(see Figure 2) show non-significant relation of effect size with either standard error or sam-

pling error variance (𝛽 = 0.56, 95% CI [-2.34, 3.46] and 𝛽 = 1.89, 95% CI [-11.39, 15.16]).

Therefore, results of this meta-analysis need to be treated with caution since a publication

bias may exist.

1For clarity, only individually corrected effect size will be discussed.
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Figure 2. PET and PEESE plot for cognitive meta-analysis

Heterogeneity. Cochrane’s Q was significant: Q(44) = 688.657, p < .001. I ² was 93.13%.

Together, these metrics suggest the existence of substantive moderators of the cognitive

predictor-training success relationship. Moderator analysis was therefore totally relevant.

Moderator analyses. Table 2 contains all moderator analyses conducted with the corre-

sponding number of effect sizes (k), sample size (N), observed and corrected effect sizes (𝑟
and 𝜌) with their respective standard deviation, the 95% lower and upper confidence inter-

vals and the 80% lower and upper credibility intervals.
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Table 2

Meta-analytic estimates of effects of cognitive predictors on training success

Moderator k N 𝑟 𝑆𝐷𝑟 𝜌 𝑆𝐷𝜌 95% CI 80% CR

Overall 45 57189 .17 .1 .37 .19 [.31, .42] [.12, .61]

Predictor

Quantitative knowledge 6 2 458 .25 .05 .40 .10 [.28, .52] [.26, .54]

Processing speed 15 7 785 .22 .07 .42 .12 [.34, .50] [.26, .58]

Work sample 18 13820 .24 .11 .41 .22 [.28, .52] [.10, .71]

Short-term working memory 8 1 851 .21 .10 .39 .13 [.26, .53] [.22, .57]

Visuo-spatial processing 14 9 567 .18 .09 .41 .11 [.33, .48] [.26, .55]

Cognitive composite 34 52291 .17 .09 .37 .19 [.30, .43] [.12, .62]

Comprehension-knowledge 3 1 523 .09 .03 .23 .00 [.10, .37] [.23, .23]

Fluid reasoning 11 11 510 .10 .10 .19 .19 [.06, .32] [-.07, .45]

Domain-specific knowledge 9 9 547 .14 .10 .19 .12 [.10, .29] [.03, .36]

Reading and writing 3 1 012 .19 .05 .36 .19 [−.15, .87] [.01, .71]

Period of publication

1960-1980 11 5 292 .28 .08 .50 .15 [.39, .61] [.29, .71]

1980-2000 17 42 046 .16 .08 .36 .16 [.27, .44] [.14, .58]

2000-2020 18 10502 .17 .13 .32 .24 [.20, .44] [.00, .64]

Criterion nature

Initial training 30 41744 .23 .08 .50 .10 [.46, .54] [.36, .64]

On-the-job training 25 34532 .08 .07 .18 .14 [.12, .24] [.00, .37]

Note. k = number of studies contributing to meta-analysis; N = total sample size; 𝑟 = mean

observed correlation; 𝑆𝐷𝑟 = observed standard deviation of r; p = mean true-score

correlation; 𝑆𝐷𝜌 = observed standard deviation of 𝜌; CI = confidence interval around 𝜌; CR

= credibility interval around 𝜌. Correlations corrected individually.
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Moderation by predictor. The relations with the criterion were significant for all predic-

tors except one: reading and writing (r = .36 ; 95% CI [-.15, .87]). Quantitative knowledge

correlated with the criterion (r = 40 ; 95% CI [.28, .52]), as well as processing speed (r

= .42 ; 95% CI [.34, .49]), work sample (r = .41 ; 95% CI [.29, .52]), short-term working

memory (r = .39 ; 95% CI [.26, .52]), visuo-spatial processing (r = .41 ; 95% CI [.33, .48])

and cognitive composite (r = .37 ; 95% CI [.30, .44]). An ANOVA highlighted a main effect

of the predictor factor (F(9,22.2) = 3.89; p = .004). A forest plot of predictor factors is

displayed in Figure 3.

Quantitative knowledge predicts significantly better than comprehension-knowledge (95%

CI [.03, .30]), fluid reasoning (95% CI [.05, .67]) and domain-specific knowledge (95% CI

[.07, .34]). Analogously, processing speed predicts significantly better than comprehension-

knowledge (95% CI [.08, .28]), fluid reasoning (95% CI [.09, .37]) and domain-specific knowl-

edge (95% CI [.11, .34]). Work sample predicts better than comprehension-knowledge (95%

CI [.04, .31]), domain-specific knowledge (95% CI [.07, .36]) and fluid reasoning (95% CI

[.05, .39]). Short-term working memory predicts better than comprehension-knowledge (95%

CI [.01, .31]), domain-specific knowledge (95% CI [.05, .35]) and fluid reasoning (95% CI

[.03, .38]). Lastly, visuo-spatial processing predicts significantly better than domain-specific

knowledge (95% CI [.07, .27]), domain-specific knowledge (95% CI [.10, .32]) and fluid rea-

soning (95% CI [.08, .36]).
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Figure 3. Forest plot with only cognitive predictors
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Moderation by period of publication. The associations with the criterion were signifi-

cant for the three periods: all studies between 1960 and 1980 correlated with the criterion (r

= .50 ; 95% CI [.39, .61]) as well as between 1980 and 2000 (r = .36 ; 95% CI [.27, .44]) and

also between 2000 and 2020 (r = .32 ; 95% CI [.20, .44]). A main effect of this moderator was

observed (F(2,26.5) = 3.48 ; p = .045). Post-Hoc analyses revealed that studies published

between 1960 and 1980 had higher validity than studies between 1980 and 2000 (95% CI

[-.28, -.01]) and than studies between 2000 and 2020 (95% CI [-.34, -.02]).

Moderation by criterion nature. The associations between all cognitive predictors and

both criterion natures were significant: initial training (r = .50 ; 95% CI [.46, .54]) and on-

the-job training (r = .18 ; 95% CI [.12, .24]). Initial training is more precisely predicted than

on-the-job training (95% CI [.24, .29]). Based on this significant difference, a supplementary

analysis was thus conducted to explore the interaction between each cognitive predictor 2

and criterion nature. A forest plot of this interaction is displayed in Figure 4.

Cognitive composite better predicted (95% CI [.23, .41]) initial training criterion (r = .52 ;

95% CI [.47, .57]) than on-the-job training criterion (r = .20 , 95% CI [.12, .27]). The same

pattern was measured for the work sample predictor (95% CI [.14, .47]): initial training

criterion (r = .56 ; 95% CI [.43, .69]) vs on-the-job training criterion (r = .26 ; 95% CI [.13,

.39]) and for fluid reasoning (95% CI [.09, .60]): initial training criterion (r = .33 ; 95% CI

[.26, .39]) vs on-the-job training criterion (r = -.02 ; 95% CI [-.49, .46]). Others predictors

were not moderated by criterion criterion.

2Comprehension-knowledge predictor was discarded since no study used it for initial training predictiv-

ity.
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Figure 4. Forest plot with only cognitive predictors by criterion nature
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Non-Cognitive meta-analysis

Overall effect. In the non-cognitive meta-analysis, there were 24 studies included with

an overall corrected effect of r = .15 (df = 23, p < .001) with a 95% confidence interval

ranging from .08 to .22.

Publication bias. Moderator analysis highlighted a significant difference between peer-

reviewed documents and documents without peer-review (F(1,22) = 5.24 ; p = .03) with

results published in peer-reviewed documents lower than in documents without peer-review.

PET and PEESE analyses (see Figure 5) show negligible relation of effect size with either

standard error (for barebone meta-analysis : 𝛽 = 2.17, 95% CI [-0.79, 5.14], for corrected

meta-analysis : 𝛽 = 1.98, 95% CI [-1.21, 5.17]) or sampling error variance (for barebone

meta-analysis : 𝛽 = 21.62, 95% CI [-0.37, 43.60], for corrected meta-analysis : 𝛽 = 15.67,

95% CI [-5.30, 36.63]). Therefore, results of this meta-analysis need to be treated with cau-

tion since a publication bias exists.

Figure 5. PET and PEESE plot for non-cognitive meta-analysis
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Heterogeneity. Cochrane’s Q was significant: Q(23) = 464.571, p < .001. I ² was 95.05%

and 80% CV overlaps with zero. Based on these three metrics, we can say there are signifi-

cantly different effect sizes across the studies. Moderator analysis was therefore relevant.

Moderator analyses. Table 3 contains all moderator analyses conducted with the corre-

sponding number of effect sizes (k), sample size (N), observed and corrected effect sizes (𝑟
and 𝜌) with their respective standard deviation, the 95% lower and upper confidence inter-

vals and the 80% lower and upper credibility intervals.
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Table 3

Meta-analytic estimates of effects of non-cognitive predictors on training success

Moderator k N 𝑟 𝑆𝐷𝑟 𝜌 𝑆𝐷𝜌 95% CI 80% CR

Overall 24 31357 .11 .12 .15 .16 [.08, .22] [−.05, .35]

Predictor

Non-cognitive composite 5 4167 .34 .11 .44 .13 [.27, .60] [.24, .63]

Education 7 13303 .25 .17 .33 .21 [.13, .52] [.03, .63]

Aeronautical Experience 5 5 336 .13 .09 .17 .11 [.04, .31] [.01, .33]

Motivation 8 10 256 .12 .08 .16 .10 [.07, .24] [.02, .29]

Experience 2 474 .12 .02 .16 .02 [−.06, .39] [.16, .16]

Age 4 4340 .19 .13 .24 .16 [−.02, .50] [−.02, .50]

Agreeableness 4 10 807 .01 .01 .02 .02 [−.01, .04] [.02, .02]

Conscientiousness 6 11 385 .01 .03 .01 .05 [−.03, .06] [−.04, .06]

Extraversion 5 15 351 .01 .02 .01 .03 [−.03, .05] [−.02, .04]

Neuroticism 5 11 281 .01 .02 .02 .02 [−.01, .04] [.02, .02]

Openness to experience 5 10 911 .01 .04 .01 .04 [−.04, .06] [−.05, .06]

Period of publication

1960-1980 4 3 954 .16 .09 .21 .11 [.02, .40] [.02, .39]

1980-2000 9 23 335 .09 .12 .12 .16 [.00, .25] [−.10, .34]

2000-2020 11 4067 .19 .14 .25 .17 [.13, .37] [.03, .48]

Criterion nature

Initial training 16 22438 .07 .09 .09 .12 [.02, .16] [−.07, .25]

On-the-job training 13 21642 .12 .12 .16 .17 [.06, .26] [−.07, .38]

Note. k = number of studies contributing to meta-analysis; N = total sample size; 𝑟 =

mean observed correlation; 𝑆𝐷𝑟 = observed standard deviation of r; p = mean true-score

correlation; 𝑆𝐷𝜌 = observed standard deviation of 𝜌; CI = confidence interval around 𝜌;

CR = credibility interval around 𝜌. Correlations corrected individually.
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Moderation by predictor. At a lower theoretical level, the relations between the predic-

tor and the criterion were non significant except for four: non-cognitive composite (r = .44

; 95% CI [.27, .60]), education (r = .33 ; 95% CI [.13, .52]), then aeronautical experience (r

= .17 ; 95% CI [.04, .31]) and motivation (r = .16 ; 95% CI [.07, .24]).

An ANOVA highlighted a main effect of the predictor factor (F(10,14.1) = 10.6 ; p = .001).

A forest plot of predictor factor is displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Forest plot with only non-cognitive predictors
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Non-cognitive composite was significantly better than each Big Five personality trait: agree-

ableness (95% CI [.28, .56]), conscientiousness (95% CI [.28, .56]), extraversion (95% CI [.29,

.56]), neuroticism (95% CI [.28 ; .55]) and openness to experience (95% CI [.28, .57]). The

same results were obtained for education, aeronautical experience and motivation: all three

were significantly better than the Big Five personality traits.

Moderation by period of publication. The associations with the criterion were signif-

icant for the three periods: all studies between 1960 and 1980 correlated with the criterion

(r = .21 ; 95% CI [.02, .40]) as well as between 1980 and 2000 (r = .12 ; 95% CI [.00, .25])

and also between 2000 and 2020 (r = .25 ; 95% CI [.13, .37]). No significant difference was

measured (F(2,10.2) = 1.41 ; p = 0.29).

Moderation by criterion nature. The associations between all non-cognitive predictors

and both criterion natures were significant: initial training (r = .09 ; 95% CI [.03, .16]) and

on-the-job training (r = .16 ; 95% CI [.06, .26]). The two associations were not significantly

different from each other (F(1,21.7) = 1.27 ; p = .27), no supplementary analysis was per-

formed.
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Discussion

The main goal of this meta-analysis was to examine the relationship between predictors

and ATCO training success through meta-analyses comparing the diverse predictors and

instruments used. The meta-analysis covered 51 studies since 1960 with a total of 65839

participants, 651 correlations were included. These studies employed a large variety of pre-

dictors encompassing both cognitive and non-cognitive predictors. However, some predictors

were used despite a lack of validity. Contrary to popular belief in aviation psychology, our

findings suggested that personality traits do not play a role in success for air traffic controller

training. Compared to Martinussen et al. (2000), results are almost similar: the effect sizes

are of the same importance and personality is not significant. The results will be also dis-

cussed in relation to pilot selection with cognitive (Johnson, Barron, Carretta, & Rose, 2017)

and non-cognitive predictors (Hunter & Burke, 1994). Recently, Sackett, Zhang, Berry, and

Lievens (2021) used new corrections methods on old datasets and observed reductions in

validity, results will be also compared against this. In a general way, our results are a lit-

tle inflated compared to Sackett et al. (2021). Based on their re-analysis of Schmidt and

Hunter (1998), cognitive abilities decreased from .51 to .33 and work sample from .54 to .33.

However, ranking of predictors is the same in both analyses : work sample and cognitive

abilities have a better predictive power than non-cognitive abilities. A recent meta-analysis

(Speer et al., 2021) focused on biodata, our results will be compared.

Cognitive meta-analysis

In the cognitive meta-analysis, the overall corrected effect is r = .37. The cognitive overall

corrected effect can be interpreted as large.

Top 6: Quantitative knowledge, processing speed, work sample, short-term work-

ing memory, visuo-spatial processing, cognitive composite. Six predictors can be

distinguished by their large predictive validity: quantitative knowledge (r = .40 ; 95% CI
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[.28, .52]), processing speed (r = .42 ; 95% CI [.34, .49]), work sample (r = .41 ; 95% CI [.29,

.52]), short-term working memory (r = .39 ; 95% CI [.26, .52]), visuo-spatial processing (r

= .41 ; 95% CI [.33, .48]) and cognitive composite (r = .37 ; 95% CI [.30, .44]). These six

predictors have a large effect (r > .30).

Quantitative knowledge is “the depth and breadth of declarative and procedural knowledge

related to mathematics” (Schneider & McGrew, 2018). This ability is known to be linked

to general decision making skill: both require practical probabilistic reasoning and skilled

metacognition (e.g., accurately evaluating and integrating thoughts, feelings, risks, and val-

ues) (Cokely, 2018; Huck, 2020), a highly important skill for an ATCO. This could explain

the large effect (r = .40). In Martinussen et al. (2000), quantitative knowledge was catego-

rized as mathematical ability and was the fourth best predictor (r = .25). In pilot selection

meta-analysis (Johnson et al., 2017), quantitative knowledge was the second best predictor

for all criterion combined (r = .23). It was the best for academic grades (r = .33).

Information processing is critical for learning information, including new knowledge and

skills (Kanfer & Ackerman, 2005). Two broad cognitive abilities are, by extension, critical for

information processing: processing speed and short-term memory. The higher the processing

speed, the faster the learning. Large quantities of information need to be processed by an

ATCO in real time and fast processing means that more information can be processed at

the same time. This could explain the large effect (r = .42). Processing speed was not

incorporated in Martinussen et al. (2000) but was in Johnson et al. (2017) meta-analysis.

Processing speed, categorized as perceptual speed, was the best predictor for pilot success

(r = .24).

Short-term working memory broad ability encompasses both working memory capacity and

attentional control. Capacity is the number of items stored in working memory and atten-

tional control helps not to be distracted by information that can be irrelevant to the task

and to focus on information relevant. Processing speed and short term working memory ap-
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pear to be interrelated since they could be limited by similar features of the neurocognitive

system (Dang, Braeken, Colom, Ferrer, & Liu, 2015). Neural speed of information process-

ing explains the same percentage of variance in intelligence as working memory (Frischkorn,

Schubert, & Hagemann, 2019). The large effect measured (r = .39) can be considered as

equal to processing speed (r = .44), this equality is in line with Dang et al. (2015). A

short-term working memory predictor was not included in Martinussen et al. (2000) nor in

Johnson et al. (2017).

Redding, Cannon, and Seamster (1992) proposed that “expertise in ATC appears to be

especially significant attributes of expertise in complex, time-constrained, multi-tasking en-

vironments”. Work sample tests are complex, time-constrained, multi-tasking environments.

Therefore, a candidate with a high score in work sample tests can be considered as a high

performer in multi-tasking, an element of importance in ATC (Redding et al., 1992). The

large effect (r = .41) supports this idea. In Martinussen et al. (2000), work sample was the

best predictor (r = .30) In order to be a high performer in multi-tasking, processing speed

should be fast and working memory high. Working memory was found to be a predictor of

multi-tasking performance (Bühner, König, Pick, & Krumm, 2006). Our results is in line

with Sackett et al. (2021), they obtained a large effect with their new correction method.

Based on job analyses (Broach, 2013; Morath, Quartetti, Bayless, & Archambault, 2001),

visuo-spatial processing is known as critical for ATCO. Visuo-spatial processing is “the ability

to make use of simulated mental imagery to solve problems” (Schneider & McGrew, 2018).

The large effect (r = .41) supports this criticality. According to Schneider and McGrew

(2012), visualization is generally the narrow cognitive ability assessed by visuo-spatial pro-

cessing tests while other narrow abilities exist in the visuo-spatial processing category. For

the past two decades, visuo-spatial processing has gained in significance, in particular in

STEM learning and prediction of success (Buckley, Seery, & Canty, 2018; Lubinski, 2010).

The same results are observed in pilots (ALMamari & Traynor, 2020). In Martinussen et
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al. (2000), visuo-spatial processing, known as spatial ability, was the third best predictor (r

= .28). For pilots (Johnson et al., 2017), visuo-spatial processing has a medium effect (r =

18).

Cognitive composite is a sort of black box (Bobko et al., 2007), multiple test scores are

combined together. Interpretation of the large effect (r = .37) is difficult since multiple and

different cognitive abilities can be assessed in the same time. For ALMamari and Traynor

(2019), “it is a combination of skills and competencies that jointly contribute to the scores

given to applicants and influence organization’s employment decisions”.

Large moderation effect by criterion nature. For cognitive predictors, an important

moderator is criterion nature. Almost all predictors have larger predictive validities for

initial training than for on-the-job training. On-the-job training requires all the knowledge

and skills obtained in initial training but as it is in real situation, ATCOs have also to

work in collaboration. Social competencies and emotional intelligence are not learned in

initial training whereas these competencies are necessary during on-the-job training and

could explain training failure.

Composite scores were mediated by criterion nature. Prediction was very high (r = .52) for

initial training but low for on-the-job training (r = .20). Initial training is a phase where

many competencies and much knowledge need to be acquired in an ATCO school. These

composite scores could represent a g factor even if the number of tests, contents and weights

were scarcely specified in the articles or were very different from one study to another (Major,

Johnson, & Bouchard Jr, 2011). A low-performer student during initial training should have

a low composite score and will not pass in on-the-job training, hence the drop in predictive

validity. A medium-to-large effect was also measured between composite score and training

criteria in Martinussen et al. (2000). Work sample (r = .56 vs r = .26) and fluid reasoning

(r = .33 vs r = .0) predictors show the same pattern.
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The comprehension-knowledge predictor shows a small-to-medium effect (r = .23), as in

Martinussen et al. (2000). Since only three studies tested this predictor and none with

initial training criterion, more studies are necessary. For the reading and writing predictor,

a non-significant correlation was observed (r = .36 ; 95% CI [-.15, .87]). There are too few

studies and too much variability between them, thus more studies are also necessary.

Small moderation by time. Studies published between 1960 and 1980 showed better

results than studies published after this period. This could be due to the knowledge of the

tests by the candidates. Using Internet, candidates can exchange about selection processes

more easily nowadays than in the 1960s when no such community existed. As a result

of this knowledge, the private sector has seized upon this opportunity and offers coaching.

When candidates prepare for the selection process, their performances are higher than usual.

However, test-taking preparation is often test-specific (Matton, Vautier, & Raufaste, 2009)

and is not associated to an increase in corresponding broad ability.

Non-Cognitive meta-analysis

The non-cognitive overall corrected effect is small (r = .15). A cautionary note needs to be

added: the majority of articles using non-cognitive predictors did not control for the effects

of cognitive abilities in their predictive analyses.

Top 2: Non-cognitive composite and education. Two non-cognitive predictors show

a large effect: non-cognitive composite and education. Non-cognitive composite is the best

predictor (r = .44). As for cognitive composite, contents and weights were scarcely specified

or were very different from one study to another. As such, motivation can be averaged

with one personality trait or two or with experience. To our knowledge, no meta-analysis

has studied non-cognitive composite but biodata composites were included in Speer et al.

(2021). Non-cognitive composite can be composed by biodata but others data also. Speer
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et al. (2021) obtained strong effects between composite scale and job performance ratings

(r = .37). Our results are similar. Concerning education (r = .33), each additional year of

education increases the level of cognitive ability (Falch & Sandgren Massih, 2011). In pilot

selection, no relationship was measured between education and criterion (Hunter & Burke,

1994.).

Aeronautical experience and motivation. Aeronautical experience has a small effect

(r = .17). Piloting experience will help a little. Motivational aspect has also a small effect

(r = .16). Motivation drives cognitive process (Ganuthula & Sinha, 2019) and thus can

explain the cognitive performance of a candidate (Duckworth, Quinn, Lynam, Loeber, &

Stouthamer-Loeber, 2011). Motivation was assessed by self-report so could be subject to

faking.

Personality traits. Personality traits are generally recognized for their predictive valid-

ity with academic performance (Mammadov, 2021) and job performance (Barrick & Mount,

1991). However no such recognition is present in this meta-analysis. All five dimensions

are almost non-related with the criterion and are non-significant: Agreeableness, Consci-

entiousness, Extraversion, Neuroticism and Openness to experience, all overlap with zero.

The same results were obtained in Martinussen et al. (2000) and Hunter and Burke (1994).

Including at least ten thousand participants, the sample is sufficiently large to be reliable.

Self-reporting might be the explanation: stakes are high for candidates, faking and social

desirability may misrepresent the truth (Christiansen et al., 2021). Mean scores are higher

and validity coefficients are lower since mean scores are false (Jeong, Christiansen, Robie,

Kung, & Kinney, 2017). The link between personality predictor and success criterion may

exist but the measurement of personality is not valid. Self-reporting could be replaced by

situational judgment test (Schröder, Heimann, Ingold, & Kleinmann, 2021). Using other

sources of information such as digital traces (Stachl et al., 2020; Wiernik et al., 2020) or
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a selection camp as used by Skyguide (Swiss’s ANSP) (Skyguide, 2021) or moving away

from the Big Five to more complex models (Mõttus et al., 2020) could improve predictive

validity of personality traits. Compared to Sackett et al. (2021), our results are really low

: they obtained a mean value around .20. In a second-order meta-analysis (a meta-analysis

of plural meta-analyses), Barrick, Mount, and Judge (2001) showed low-to-medium effects

between general training performance and extraversion (r = .28), neuroticism (r = .09),

agreeableness (r = .14), conscientiousness (r = .27) and openness (r = .33). When Barrick

et al. (2001) restricted their analysis on skilled professions (comparable to ATCO profession),

validities between job performance (not only training performance) were strongly decreased

for extraversion (r=.06), neuroticism (r = .12), agreeableness (r = .10), conscientiousness

(r = .23), openness (r = .05). Conscientiousness validity has slighlty decreased between

general training performance and job performance for skilled professions but non-significant

results were obtained in our meta-analysis.

Age and experience predictors. Both predictors were not significant: age with r = .24

(95% CI [-.02, .50]) and experience with r = .16 (95% CI [-.06, .39]). The lack of relation

could be explained by the low number of studies using these predictors. Age was not a

significant predictor in pilot selection (Hunter & Burke, 1994).

Limits

The findings of the meta-analysis should be considered with caution because there were sev-

eral limitations. Firstly, some predictors were employed only in a few studies. Secondly,

the Cattel-Horn-Carroll theory (Schneider & McGrew, 2018) was used for the predictor clas-

sification. According to McGrew (2005), “The CHC theory of intelligence is the tent that

houses the two most prominent psychometric theoretical models of human cognitive abilities”

(p. 137). Based on a cross-battery CFAs of six intelligence tests and 4000 participants, Caem-

merer, Keith, and Reynolds (2020) supported the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory. However, not
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all researchers agree with McGrew (2005) such as Wasserman (2019). Other theories of in-

telligence exist and could have been used such as Process overlap theory (Kovacs & Conway,

2016, 2019). In Schmank, Goring, Kovacs, and Conway (2021), no significant difference was

measured between Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory (compatible with latent variable models) and

Process Overlap Theory (compatible with network models). In addition, classification of

composite scores proposed by ALMamari and Traynor (2019) could be used if a full descrip-

tion of these scores were specified by authors. Thirdly, another limit was the application of

correction in order to compensate for a restricted sample, application done not always with

all necessary metrics. Predictive validity studies based on unrestricted samples delete the

need for correction, as in Hoermann, Noser, and Stelling (2018). Or, in a less extreme way,

all metrics should be provided in order to correct the data accurately (Sackett et al., 2021).

Finally, publication bias was measured: many non-published studies appear to be missing.

Pitfalls

During the process of this meta-analysis, common issues and pitfalls in selection psychology

were encountered. The stakes in ATCO selection are high whether from a state or commercial

perspective. Air traffic control can be regalian, military or private and a selection process can

be organized by a public administration or by a company. Open Data has not yet reached

selection psychology, scientific articles are rare and data is difficult to obtain. Once data is

collected, extraction of results can be arduous, the methodology section is generally poor

in detail. Nevertheless, the most difficult task is the categorization of tests into predictors.

The description of tests is generally very simplistic, the same predictor can be used to design

different tests and a number of predictors can be measured with the same test. Composite

scores are very difficult to interpret since multiple variables of different nature are averaged

together and each article uses different variables. Inaccuracy of description can be used to

protect national/commercial secrets. On the other hand, this inaccuracy can be a sign of the

greatest problem of psychological measurement. In an ideal world, the theory should guide
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all aspects of test creation, ranging from item development and selection to score calculation

and interpretation (Beaujean & Benson, 2019). In real life, Sijtsma (2012) noted: “items are

often constructed guided by best guesses on the basis of whatever theory is available, but

also based on intuition […], tradition […], and conformity […]” (p. 790).

Implications for the Research and Practice of Personnel Selection

There are many perspectives for the improvement of ATCO selection. ATCO activities evolve

with time but job analysis showed that the same specific cognitive abilities are required for

these activities (Eißfeldt, 1991, 2009). Understanding and operationalization of constructs

are constantly improving, consequently constructs can be assessed more accurately today

than in the past. For example, new methods such physiological measurements are used to

measure resilience stress in ATCOs (Ćosić, Popović, et al., 2019; Ćosić, Šarlija, et al., 2019).

Some constructs widely used in other professions could be transferred to ATCO selection such

as grit in military contexts (Duckworth, 2016; Schimschal, Visentin, Kornhaber, & Cleary,

2020), proficiency or neural efficiency in piloting (Matton, Paubel, & Puma, 2020), (cognitive)

stress resistance for pilots (Grassmann, Vlemincx, von Leupoldt, & Van den Bergh, 2016),

ability emotional intelligence (O’Connor, Hill, Kaya, & Martin, 2019) and social competence

in pilot contexts (Hoermann & Goerke, 2014), vigilance (Robison & Brewer, 2019), cognitive

flexibility in CCTV centers (Marois, Hodgetts, Chamberland, Williot, & Tremblay, 2021). In

the future, automation (Ferreira & Cañas, 2019) or even adaptive automation (Di Flumeri

et al., 2019) is likely to be widespread and pervasive. Trust in automation (Körber, 2018)

and technology-acceptance factors (Mudgal, Sharma, Chaturvedi, & Sharma, 2020) could

be of interest in ATCO selection. Inside Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory, learning efficiency

and retrieval fluency could be of interest in order to select applicants who will learn and

strategically retrieve verbal and nonverbal information or ideas stored in long-term memory.

Another target of improvement could be the criterion (Austin & Villanova, 1992). Almost all

predictive validity studies use pass-fail criterion and this was the most common criterion used
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for this meta-analysis. For Broach (2014), the most relevant criterion should be the degree

of proficiency in real-duty flight performance for pilots. By analogy, it should be the degree

of proficiency in real-duty air traffic control performance for ATCOs. However, a definition

of excellent or poor ATCO performance has not been agreed. For example, Eurocontrol has

developed a standard criterion for the validation of FEAST tests: the Behavioral Observation

Scale (Eißfeldt, 2003) but not all European ANSP use it. Moreover, rating may be affected

by structural and cognitive biases affecting the evaluator (Evans & Robinson, 2020). Timing

of attrition can be valuable: differences between early attrition and later attrition have been

highlighted (Ryan, Sacco, McFarland, & Kriska, 2000). In a highly stressful job (special

operation forces), one third of total attrition occurs during the first week. To our knowledge,

no information has been published on this subject for ATCOs.

At the psychometric level, development of tests should be guided from theory (Beaujean &

Benson, 2019) and more information about such theory or frameworks should be given. A

validation study should be performed before introducing a test into selection process and

publications about validation studies should include psychometric data such as reliability

estimates and restriction-of-range. In ATCO selection, correlation and linear/logistic regres-

sion are the gold standard predictivity analyses. Mostly explored in pilot selection, others

methods exist such as decision trees and random forests (Giddings, 2020), latent growth

mixture (Gomes & Dias, 2015), neural networks (Maroco & Bártolo-Ribeiro, 2013), SVM

(Sun et al., 2019). Some papers have been published on the subject with ATCOs (Borack,

1995) but with the democratization and improvement of machine learning, a new interest

could emerge for these algorithms. Inspite of this, a simple method can be better than com-

plex ones (Nusinovici et al., 2020) and explicability should be developed: a “black-box” is

difficult to certify (Tippins, Oswald, & McPhail, 2021). Based on Pareto-optimality concept

(De Corte, Lievens, & Sackett, 2007), elaboration of composite scores and their weightings

may be improved in order to consider validity, adverse impact and constraints (De Corte,

Sackett, & Lievens, 2010). As used by Lopez, Caffò, Tinella, Postma, and Bosco (2020) for
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visuo-spatial processing testing, Differential Item Functioning Analysis could help to control

adverse impact.
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